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Welcome Bonus at Roobet 

This casino website offers a first-class welcome bonus to all new customers. Register and complete your first deposit at Roobet Casino and enjoy 100 free spins plus a double cash bonus worth up to 0.003 BTC. This first deposit bonus is offered to players who make deposits of 0.001 BTC or more. In addition to the cash bonus, players will also receive 60 free spins per day.

With a second deposit, you get another 60 free spins plus a 60% bonus of up to 0.009 BTC. This is a great way to take advantage of the bonus prize offered at this casino!

Games at Roobet 

It is not possible to list all the game providers, but among the most famous manufacturers whose games are offered on this gaming website are:

	Amatic
	bGaming (Games: Big Atlantis Frenzy, Book Of cats, Plinko, Dig Dig Digger)
	Betsoft
	Evolution
	iSoftBet
	Leander
	Mercury
	Platipus
	Playtech
	Pragmatic Play
	Quickspin
	Spinomenal
	Yggdrasil


Games are available on an instant play platform that is compatible with all desktop operating systems. This Betsoft Gaming casino allows site visitors to try out the majority of games in demo mode. You can use this option if you have little experience in gambling.

Categories of games
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Roobet Casino has provided a number of shortcuts to help you navigate through the huge portfolio. If you know the title of the game, you should use the search engine to quickly find the game you are looking for. You can also use the search engine to get a thematic display. If you type a word in the box, you will see all the slot games that have it in the title. We find this very convenient. You can filter the selection by manufacturer. If you want to choose from Playtech games, just click on Playtech in the drop-down list of vendors. Some of the other filters will be explained further:

	Game Lobby: this is the default display you see when you enter the game page.
	New Games: With so many vendors, new games are launched frequently and it helps to have them all in one place. At the time of the casino review, the latest releases were Ganesha’s Boost, Dragons Gold 100, Jurassic Island 2, and October Spin Fest.
	Popular Games: This category displays the games that are currently in demand at Roobet Casino, and we recommend newcomers start with Wolf Gold, Aloha King Elvis, Gold Digger, and African Rampage.
	Buy Bonus: Some players like to take extra risks to win bigger rewards. Slot games with a buy bonus accept additional bets for activating special bonus features. Try out Master of Gold, Age of Pirates and Book of Cats.


If you find the entire slot collection too extensive to browse, filter it by your favorite providers. Here are the examples of the best slot games:

	Beach Life: A vintage progressive jackpot slot from Playtech. Land five sun symbols to hit the jackpot, which often pays out in the millions.
	Extra Chilli Megaways: Big Time Gaming is the developer of the Megaways format and in this game you can get up to 127,649 winning ways. The typical Mexican theme, executed with perfection, is liked by a large number of players.
	Age of the Gods Epic Troy: Relive the Trojan War in this slot from Playtech’s Age of the Gods series. Get big wins by triggering a jackpot.
	3 Seasons: Betsoft is known for visually appealing slots and 3 Seasons is one of the best. Watch the seasons change in the background and the paytable change as you spin the reels.
	Vikings Go Berzerk: The first slot on the theme of the Norse warriors from Yggdrasil. Let the Vikings become berserkers for incredible wins! There are many bonus features that will surely not leave you indifferent.


Apart from slot machines, this casino has a great selection of table games. You will find blackjack, baccarat and roulette games, as well as some video poker options. However, you will have to use the search bar in the games lobby to find them.

Bonus conditions

The terms and conditions of the above mentioned bonus are clear and straightforward to fulfill. It is not necessary to enter a bonus code to be rewarded with the new customer bonus. So, you will receive the offer as soon as you make your first cash deposit.

Before you get the chance to withdraw your bonus prize, you need to meet the wagering requirement of 30x. What does this mean? It actually means that you have to wager your bonus amount 30x. You can easily withdraw the rest of your winnings that you made with the welcome bonus.

VIP Program 

Roobet Casino also rewards players who keep returning to the site. The VIP program consists of 30 different levels. Each time you move up, you get a unique reward. The higher the level, the better the reward. The rewards and entry requirements for some of the VIP levels are listed below. All the information is available on the casino’s website.

Apart from the VIP program, there are other interesting bonus offers here that are worth your attention, namely:

Reload Bonus. Roobet Casino prepares you for the Thursday weekend with this reload bonus offer, which includes both a bonus and free spins. The reload bonus is 60% of your deposit. You will also receive 150 free spins for Pragmatic’s game The Magic Cauldron – The Enchanted Brew. The minimum deposit is 0.001 BTC. The maximum bonus you can claim is 0.006 BTC. 50 free spins are credited immediately after the deposit. The other 60 free spins are credited after 24 hours. The reload bonus and the winnings from the free spins must be wagered 30x.

Free spins on Monday

You start the new week at Roobet Casino with up to 150 free spins. This bonus offer has the following special features:

	If you make a deposit of at least 0.001 BTC, you will receive 30 free spins.
	If you make a deposit of at least 0.002 BTC, you will get 60 free spins.
	If you make a deposit of 0.003 BTC or more, you will get 150 free spins.
	Free spins can be used on Cash Elevator or Avalon: The Lost Kingdom.
	Winnings from the free spins must be wagered 30x.


Slot Races. Slot tournaments create competition between players and bring a certain level of interaction. The casino website regularly hosts the slot race and other exciting events. Check the schedule on the website for start times and rules.

Mobile version of Roobet 

Roobet is too good a gaming website to be limited to desktop gaming from home! You can access the casino platform from your cell phone or tablet, so you can gamble on the go. It is compatible with all mobile operating systems, including Android and iOS. There are no apps to download and you can enjoy all casino games instantly in your device’s browser.

The HTML5 software is responsive, so the display is optimized for convenient use on any device you use. You can also claim bonuses, make cash deposits, and request withdrawals from your mobile device.

Player protection at Roobet 

Security is the key to safe transactions as well as protecting privacy or sensitive data. When playing at bitcoin casino, there is no doubt that you are sharing important information such as financial transactions with the casino. This information must be safe from hackers to avoid identity theft and money loss. Roobet Casino uses the best firewall and encryption software available on the market.

According to our Roobet Casino review, this gaming website is reputable and reliable. All the necessary privacy measures are also taken. The casino uses a 128-bit Secure Socket Layer (SSL) to ensure the security of all transactions. This means that the transmission of personal data and financial transactions remain private and confidential at all times.

Conclusion

According to our Roobet Casino review, this website offers everything a casino player could want. If we have to highlight two aspects that we liked the most, they are the wide selection of gaming providers and the generous withdrawal limits. Roobet definitely guarantees hours of entertainment with its huge selection of gaming activities, promotions and tournaments. The VIP club and the higher maximum payout limits are also elements worth mentioning.

It is convenient that you can easily access the casino’s website and immerse yourself in exciting gameplay using a mobile browser, as all desktop versions are compatible with iOS and Android and run pretty smoothly. Moreover, Roobet Casino offers a comprehensive customer support where professional operators can answer any questions or queries. The support staff can be reached via live chat and email, both of which are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

All in all, we can recommend Roobet Casino to you as it meets all our review criteria well. Sign up now and claim your welcome bonus!
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